The mouse filensin gene: structure and evolutionary relation to other intermediate filament genes
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Abstract Filensin and phakinin are two lens-specific members of the intermediate filament (IF) superfamily of proteins. They coassemble to form a beaded submembranous filamentous network, the beaded filaments (BFs). The low sequence homology and differences in assembly compared to other IF proteins do not allow their classification in any of the five IF subgroups. The organization of the phakinin gene exon/intron boundaries provides evidence that this partner may be sharing a common origin with type I cytokeratin genes. Here we report the molecular cloning, sequence and characterization of the mouse filensin gene. The filensin gene consists of 8 exons and 7 introns, with 6 introns interrupting its rod domain in a highly conserved manner characteristic of type III IF genes, like vimentin, desmin, or peripherin. Of the two tail domain exons the one adjacent to the rod domain, compared to exon 7 of the non-neuronal cytoplasmic IF gene of helix aspersa and to the lamin region bridging the end of the rod domain to the nuclear localization signal. Altogether, these observations indicate that the lens beaded filaments form an independent class of IF.
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1. Introduction

The cytoskeleton of the differentiated lens fiber cells (LFCs) consists of several ubiquitous components as well as a lens-specific submembranous beaded filamentous network, designated as beaded filaments (BFs). BFs are morphologically distinct from the other filamentous structures present in the lens. Earlier biochemical studies showed that they consist of two protein subunits, a heavier [CP94 (chicken), CP95 (rat), CP115 (bovine)] and a lighter [CP49 (chicken) CP47 (bovine)] [1–5]. Both subunits of the beaded filaments filensin (formerly CP94, CP95, or CP115) and phakinin (formerly CP49 or CP47) were cloned and shown to fulfill the structural principles of intermediate filament proteins [6–12]. However, they also possess several peculiarities which clearly distinguish them from other IF subunits. Thus, filensin has a naturally ‘truncated’ rod domain, due to a 9 residue deletion in the coil 2 region and it possesses a very long COOH-terminal tail domain (438 residues) [6–8]. Filensin seems to be involved in interactions with components of the lens plasma membrane [13] as well as vimentin [14]. Phakinin, filensin’s partner, contains a 114 residue NH2-terminal head domain, a ‘classical’ rod domain of 311 amino acids, but completely lacks a COOH-terminal tail domain.

The peculiarities of filensin and phakinin triggered studies concerned with the architecture of beaded filaments, and the mechanism of partner recognition [15,16]. In vitro polymerization studies combined with scanning transmission electron microscopy and mass per length measurements shed light into the molecular arrangement of the BF. The filament is proposed to consist of two, topologically and compositionally distinct filament moieties: (a) an inner filament built of 8 phakinin homodimers; and (b) a peripherally-disposed subfilament consisting of 8 filensin/phakinin heterodimers representing the beads on the filaments [15]. The bead-like morphology of the peripherally-disposed filensin/phakinin oligomers was attributed to the long COOH-terminal domain of filensin which, similar to the COOH-terminal tails of the lamins, may have a compact, globular structure [17]. The presence of filensin in the filament is thought to prevent the unravelling of core phakinin protofilaments and to attenuate the tendency of phakinin to grow laterally into thick bundles [15]. The overall, molecular architecture of the beaded filaments may be paralleled to that of neurofilaments which are also thought to contain an NF-L core and a peripheral shell consisting of NF-L/NF-M and NF-L/NF-H heterotetramers [18]. However, instead of having a globular COOH-terminal tail as with filensin, NF-M and NF-H have extended COOH-terminal tail domains (‘sidearms’) [19–21]. Both neurofilaments and beaded filaments differ from the homologous keratin filaments assembled by type I and II obligate heterodimers, and the homopolymeric type III filaments.

In contrast to filensin, which shows diffuse homology to a variety of IF proteins [7,8], phakinin possesses a clear structural kinship to type I cytokeratins [9–12]. However, both the low level of sequence identity and the lack of complementation with other cytokeratins in in vitro polymerization assays [10] complicates the immediate classification of phakinin into the cytokeratin group. The problem of low level primary sequence similarity between the different IF subgroups is one of the characteristics of this rather diverge protein family. This phenomenon appears exaggerated in the case of phakinin and filensin. Analysis of the gene organization has proved instrumental in establishing the evolutionary relation between the different groups of IF proteins (reviewed by [22,23]). The human gene encoding for phakinin has recently been cloned and shown to have an identical intron/exon organization with the type I cytokeratin genes [12]. This suggests that phakinin shares the same evolutionary origin with the type I cytokeratin genes. It becomes now even more triggering to
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establish the evolutionary origin of the partner of phakinin, filensin. In an attempt to address more rigorously the relation of the beaded filaments to the other IFs we proceeded to the molecular cloning and characterization of the mouse filensin gene.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. RT-PCR amplification

Total lens RNA was isolated from lenses of newborn mice. Typically 8 to 10 newborn mice were sacrificed and their lenses isolated. Total lens RNA was prepared using the acid phenol method described in [24]. After controlling the quality, 1 µg of total RNA was reverse transcribed. Reverse transcription was carried out with the Super-Script Pre amplification System for first strand cDNA synthesis from GibcoBRL (Gaithersburg) using either oligo dT or the ‘ratr4’ filensin-specific primer (CGATGATACCGGGTCTAGCCTGTCCTCAGG- GTCTGCT) to prime the reaction. The first strand cDNA was PCR amplified using the ‘ratr4’ downstream primer in combination with the ‘ratd1’ upstream primer (GGCTCGACGAGTTCCGCAGC- CAAATACGAAAATGAGTGTG). Since no obvious specific amplification product was observed with this first PCR reaction, a second amplification step was applied using the nested upstream primer ‘ratd2’ (GTGAATGTCAATTGGTGCTAAAGGAAATGC- CCAAATACGAAAATGAGTGTG) in combination with the downstream primer ‘ratr3’ (CCTTCCGGAGGTTCGATCTGCCCATTATAAAGCTG). The 433-bp mouse-specific amplification product was subcloned into the pGEM vector and characterized.

2.2. Screening of the genomic library

A total of 10^6 plaques of a lambda FixII mouse 129SV library purchased from Stratagene (La Jolla) were plated with LE392 cells onto five 22×22 cm bacteriological plates according to standard procedures. Two replica Hybrid Athersham (Buckinghamshire) nylon membrane filters were lifted from these plates. Probes of the 433-bp mouse-specific amplification product were radiolabeled with 32P using the standard random priming procedure to approximate specific activities of 10^9 cpm/µg. The hybridization was carried out according to [25] in five 22×22 cm bacteriological plates according to standard procedures. Two replica Hybrid Athersham (Buckinghamshire) nylon membrane filters were lifted from these plates. Probes of the 433-bp mouse-specific amplification product were radiolabeled with 32P using the standard random priming procedure to approximate specific activities of 10^9 cpm/µg. The hybridization was carried out according to [25] in a volume of 10 ml per filter and a probe concentration of 3×10^8 cpm/ml. Positives were considered the clones that generated signal in both replica membranes. The initial isolates were purified by three cycles of plating and hybridization. In the last cycle of screening the phage lysate represented a pure population of the positive lambda isolate.

2.3. Southern and Northern blot analysis

Tail genomic DNA of 129SV mice was used in Southern blots. Approximately 10 µg of DNA were independently digested with restriction enzymes and run in 0.8% agarose gels. Gels were treated and blotted to Hybond membranes Athersham (Buckinghamshire) according to [26]. For Northern blots, 10 µg of total lens RNA prepared as described above were electrophoresed in 1% agarose gels which were treated and blotted according to [26]. Both Southern and Northern blots were hybridized under the conditions described in [25], using 32P-radiolabeled probes. A 2-kb HindIII fragment comprising 750 bp of upstream sequences, the first filensin exon and 750 bp of the first intron was used for the Southern blots and a 433-bp mouse-specific cDNA fragment was used for the Northern blots.

2.4. Fluorescence in situ hybridization

For fluorescence in situ hybridization the mouse filensin bacteriophage clone 18 consisting of a 16-kb genomic DNA fragment containing coding information for the filensin gene was digoxigenin-labeled and used as a probe for chromosomal in situ hybridization as described [27]. Mouse metaphase cell spreads were prepared from the spleen cells of a female Balb/c animal following an established protocol [28]. Seventy ng of digoxigenin-labeled probe DNA were combined with 3 µg of mouse Cot 1-DNA and 8 µg salmon sperm DNA in a 10 µl hybridization cocktail, and hybridized to mouse metaphase chromosomes. Specific hybridization was detected in the rhodamine channel, while chromosomes were banded by DAPI. Digitized images were acquired separately for DAPI and rhodamine fluorescence, using a cooled CCD camera (Photometrics). These images were aligned and electronically overlayed using the NIH image 1.41 software. Pictures were taken directly from the monitor.

2.5. Sequence analysis and multiple alignment

Database searches were performed with FASTA version 1.6c [29]. The SWISSPROT data base release 34 was used. A multiple alignment of the 4 filensin protein sequences was constructed using the PILEUP of the GCG sequence analysis package version 7.1 [30]. The default parameters for gap open (3.0) and gap elongation (0.1) were used. The amino acid comparison matrix was the normalized Dayhoff matrix [31].

Fig. 1. Cloning and chromosomal organization of the mouse filensin gene. The 42-kb mouse filensin gene is diagrammatically represented as a line. The 8 exons are indicated by empty boxes, the width of the boxes corresponds to the relative size of the exons. The restriction map for EcoRI (E), HindIII (HIII) and BamHI (B) is also indicated in the diagram. Below the gene representation, the individual lambda isolates and their relative location with respect to the gene are indicated. The thicker lane in lambda clones 3, 13 and 4, indicates the probe used for chromosome walking to obtain the 3' part of the filensin gene.
means of RT-PCR amplification a mouse filensin cDNA available from the EMBL data bank under the accession numbers Y13602, Y13603, Y13604, Y13605, Y13606. In bold is the cDNA sequence, Fig. 2. Sequence of the mouse filensin gene. Documentation of approximately 17 kb of sequencing information from the mouse filensin gene is comprised coding information from the middle of coil1b to the helix ‘stutter’ present in the coil2 of the rod domain. RT-PCR was carried out on RNA prepared from lenses of newborn mice using two pairs of 36 bp long nested primers (see Section 2). The primers were derived from the rat filensin sequence [6] using two pairs of 36 bp long nested primers (see Section 2). The two screening steps allowed the characterization of a continuous 42-kb genomic DNA fragment spanning the entire filensin locus. From the 42-kb locus a total of 17 kb were sequenced and the sequence information is reported in Fig. 2. Of the 17-kb sequence approximately 5 kb including all the coding sequences and the intron exon barriers were sequenced and the sequence information is reported in Fig. 2. One step chromosome walking was performed (Fig. 1). A 2.2-kb EcoRI fragment representing the most upstream part of the already characterized filensin gene sequences was used as a probe in a second screening of the genomic library. Four additional overlapping lambda clones isolated this way contained the rest of the filensin gene including approximately 5 kb upstream the initiation of transcription. The two screening steps allowed the characterization of a continuous 42-kb genomic DNA fragment spanning the entire filensin locus. From the 42-kb locus a total of 17 kb were sequenced and the sequence information is reported in Fig. 2. Of the 17-kb sequence approximately 5 kb including all the coding sequences and the intron exon barriers were sequenced from both DNA strands.

To determine the number of filensin genes present in the mouse genome we performed Southern blot analysis of mouse DNA. The blot was hybridized with a 2-kb HindIII fragment comprising 750 bp of upstream sequences, the first filensin exon and 750 bp of the first intron. This fragment was completely sequenced and shown not to contain repetitive sequences. Genomic DNA for the blot was digested with enzymes (BamHI, EcoRI and HindIII) already mapped in the cloned DNA (Fig. 3A). The detection of single 4.2-kb, and 2-kb fragments in the EcoRI and HindIII lanes respectively and of a 3.8-kb double band in the BamHI lane indicates that the mouse filensin is encoded by a single copy gene. Fluorescent in situ hybridization was used to localize the filensin gene (see Section 2) in the band G of the mouse chromosome 2 (Fig. 3B). This agrees with the localization previously reported by [32] based on Southern blot analyses of DNA from hybrid cells.

3.2. Mouse filensin cDNA

The characterized mouse filensin gene consists of 8 exons and 7 introns. The exons were predicted on the basis of their identity with the mouse cDNA fragment and their similarity
with the rat, bovine and chicken cDNAs [6-8]. All exon/intron barriers (Fig. 5) correspond to the consensus 5' and 3' splice sites [33]. The 8 exons assemble an open reading frame of 2007 bp encoding for 669 amino acids. The mouse filensin coding sequence shows 90%, 75% and 66% sequence identity with the coding sequences of the rat, bovine and chicken clones respectively. A potential polyadenylation signal ATTTAA was localized 112 bp downstream the termination codon [34,35]. Thus, the mouse filensin transcript as defined by its ORF and 3' untranslated region should be at least 2122 bp long. This estimate is in good correspondence with the single 2.2-kb band detected by northern blot analysis of total mouse lens RNA Fig. 3B. Comparison of the predicted and the apparent transcript length indicates that the mouse filensin transcript may contain a short 5' untranslated region. Indeed a potential TATA-like element is localized at position -40 from the ATG (Fig. 2). CAAT-like motifs can be seen 45 and 72 bp upstream the potential TATA element. The mouse filensin transcript is significantly shorter than its bovine counterpart (Fig. 3B).

3.3. Amino acid sequence and domain structure of the mouse filensin

Computer assisted analysis and comparison to the already characterized filensin clones established the tripartite organization of the mouse filensin protein. A multiple alignment of the different filensin protein sequences is shown in Fig. 4. The 33 amino acid long head domain shows, 57% and 33% sequence identity as compared to the bovine [7] and chicken [8] counterparts respectively. This domain is for the mouse clone 5 amino acids shorter than for the bovine and chicken. The sequence identity between the different clones clusters mainly in the first 18 amino acids. Similarly to the bovine and chicken, the mouse filensin contains the conserved diarginine/aromatic residue motif (YRRSY) found with some perturbations in the head domains of vimentin, desmin, peripherin, α-intermediate and other IF proteins [36].

The middle rod domain of the mouse clone shows 90% (over a length of 715 bp), 78% and 59% sequence identity to the rat, bovine and chicken rod domains respectively. The mouse rod domain encompasses 285 amino acids and it is 5 amino acids longer than the bovine and chicken rod domains. This can be attributed to an insertion in the beginning of the coil 2. Interestingly the position of this insertion exactly coincides with the 29 amino acid deletion in the rod domain of the other filensin isolates and with the break point between exons 4 and 5 (see Section 4). Areas of cross species conservation are evident between the mouse and the more distant bovine and chicken clones. For example a high degree of conservation is seen in the second half of the coil 1 as well as in the carboxy-terminal part of coil 2. However, the generally conserved in IF proteins coil 1a region shows less sequence identity than expected. A helix 'stutter' can be identified at amino acid position 258 in the coil 2 region of the mouse filensin rod domain.

The mouse filensin tail domain is encoded by 351 amino acids. Similarly to the rat and chicken clones the mouse filensin does not possess the neurofilament-like repeats present in the bovine clone. This peculiar insertion in the bovine sequence may be the result of exon shuffling (see Section 4).

3.4. Mouse filensin gene resembles to the genes of type III and the nn helix aspersa cytoplasmic IF proteins

Of the seven filensin introns six interrupt the sequences coding for the helical rod domain (Fig. 4). Fig. 6 compares the location of the filensin introns to that of other IF genes. The first 4.2-kb long intron of filensin interrupts the coding sequence at the second position of the codon for amino acid 119. This exactly coincides with the first intron of type III IF genes [37-39]. The absence of introns more amino-terminally differentiates filensin from the keratin type I and II genes [40,41]. The following introns 2 (9.7 kb) and 3 (2.8 kb) occur after the third codon position of amino acids 139 and 171 respectively. The location of the intron 2 interruption is highly conserved throughout the IF family of proteins with the ex-
Overall the intron-exon organization in the rod domain of genes. The 1.7 kb long intron 6 starts in the second codon position of the penultimate amino acid of the rod domain. The 2-kb long intron 7 is located 27 amino acids carboxy-terminal to the helical rod domain at the first position of the corresponding codon. The boundaries of this exon do not resemble other vertebrate IF genes except human keratin 8. Intron 5 with a length of 10.2 kb interrupts the coding sequence at the third codon position of amino acid 243, conserved between vertebrate IF genes. The 1.7 kb long intron 6 starts in the second codon position of the penultimate amino acid of the rod domain. Overall, the intron exon organization in the rod domain of the predicted mouse filensin protein sequence to the already reported rat [6], bovine [7] and chicken [8] sequences. Identical amino acids in all four sequences are marked bold. The gray boxes represent the three rod helical subdomains coilA, coilB and coil2. Arrows over the alignment indicate positions of intron interruptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>Rat</th>
<th>Bovine</th>
<th>Chicken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>MYRSTVPQAGFAPA...</td>
<td>RQKERYWAPGFAPA...</td>
<td>AGFA...</td>
<td>AQPCTARLACALA...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>GPEDALSYV...</td>
<td>GPEDALSYV...</td>
<td>GPEDALSYV...</td>
<td>GPEDALSYV...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>OPLQGISV...</td>
<td>OPLQGISV...</td>
<td>OPLQGISV...</td>
<td>OPLQGISV...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>QPLQGISV...</td>
<td>QPLQGISV...</td>
<td>QPLQGISV...</td>
<td>QPLQGISV...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>RKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>RKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>RKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>RKLQGPSV...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>EKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>EKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>EKLQGPSV...</td>
<td>EKLQGPSV...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>VELQGPSV...</td>
<td>VELQGPSV...</td>
<td>VELQGPSV...</td>
<td>VELQGPSV...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Multiple alignment of the filensin protein sequence from various species. Computer assisted alignment of the predicted mouse filensin protein sequence to the already reported rat [6], bovine [7] and chicken [8] sequences. Identical amino acids in all four sequences are marked bold. The gray boxes represent the three rod helical subdomains coilA, coilB and coil2. Arrows over the alignment indicate positions of intron interruptions.

exception of neurofilaments [42,43]. The placing of intron 3 which is absent in type I keratins and neurofilaments provides additional evidence against a type I origin of the filensin genes. Interestingly the 4.1 kb long intron 4 starts after amino acid 201 and coincides with the 29 amino acid deletion in the rod domain. The 4.1 kb long intron 4 starts after amino acid 201 and coincides with the 29 amino acid deletion in the mouse clone corresponds to 24 amino acids. Mouse filensin intron 4 is placed in the exact area and codon phase with intron 4 present in all vertebrate IF genes except human keratin 8. Intron 5 with a length of 10.2 kb interrupts the coding sequence at the third codon position of amino acid 243, conserved between vertebrate IF genes. The 1.7 kb long intron 6 starts in the second codon position of the penultimate amino acid of the rod domain. Overall, the intron exon organization in the rod domain of the mouse filensin gene resembles this of the type III IF genes. The 2-kb long intron 7 is located 27 amino acids carboxy-terminal to the helical rod domain at the first position of the corresponding codon. The boundaries of this exon do not resemble other vertebrate IF gene. Interestingly both the length of this exon (86 bp) and the frame of the interruption compare precisely to the equivalent exon of the non-neuronal helix aspera IF gene [44] (see Section 4). Comparison of the filensin exon 7 with the amino acid sequences of 80 IF proteins aligns this exon to the equivalent region of lamins. In this alignment the filensin exon 7 is localized exactly in the space between the end of the rod domain and the nuclear localization signal present in the lamins [45]. Finally, the last exon encodes without interruption the rest of the tail domain down to the termination codon.
Exon/Intron organization of the mouse filensin gene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exon/Intron Exon size (in bp)</th>
<th>Sequences at exon/intron junction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number</td>
<td>5' Splice donor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 356</td>
<td>TTC CGC AGC AA gtaaggccagg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 61</td>
<td>CGG CTT AAC AAG gtagacagccc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 95</td>
<td>AGG TAC AAG AAG gtaactacac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 90</td>
<td>GGG ATG AGG GAG gtaagtacctgg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 126</td>
<td>CTG CAG GCC CAG gtagatctccat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 221</td>
<td>GAA GGC AGC AG gttggtctctgt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 86</td>
<td>AGT GTG AAA G gtaaccccctcaaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 974</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. The sequences bordering the intron interruptions are depicted as well as the size of each exon and intron. The interrupted amino acids are stated according to the three-letter code to emphasize the phase of the interruption.

4. Discussion

4.1. The mouse filensin

Sequence comparison of filensin gene clones from different species indicates an unusual divergence as compared to other IF proteins including its partner phakinin [6-8]. The mouse filensin clone as opposed to filensin from other species shows a 5 amino acid insertion in the beginning of the coil 2 helix overlapping with the intron 4 interruption of the coding sequence. This area of the rod domain is marked by a 44 amino acid insertion in the mouse peripherin clone [46] and the 29 amino acid deletion in the other filensin isolates. Moreover, the precise location of the intron/exon barrier in this region shows a marginal shift between type I and type II cytokera
tins. Taken together, insertions, deletions and exon/intron barrier shifts indicate that this part of the rod domain may be permissive to organizational alterations. We have previously reported neurofilament-like repeats in the tail domain of the bovine filensin clone [7]. The absence of these repeats from all other filensin isolates indicates that they may have been acquired later in evolution. Insertion of the bovine repeats was localized between amino acids 527QE and 598QE, encoded by CAG GAG and CAG GAG both these sequences could represent areas of splicing events. It is therefore possible that the repeats in the bovine clone are the result of exon shuffling.

4.2. Evolutionary relation of the mouse filensin gene to other IF genes

Unlike the gene organization of phakinin which resembles that of the type I keratin [12], the intron/exon organization of filensin does not resemble type II keratin, the obligate partners in the formation of a keratin filament. This argues against tendencies to classify filensin and phakinin to the keratin subgroups [47]. Indeed filensin lacks the coding sequence interruption in the coil 1a region, characteristic of the type II genes [40]. The location of the filensin intron interruptions is identical to the type III IF proteins, indicating that filensin may be originating from this subgroup [37-39]. The organization of filensin’s large tail domain does not compare with

Fig. 6. A comparison of intron positions for the different types of IF genes. Intron positions (arrows) are shown with respect to the filensin protein structure. Boxes represent the coiled coil segments. Abbreviations are as follows: Helix naIF1a, helix aspersa non-neuronal IF protein A; I, KI; II, KII, neutral-basic and acidic keratins, respectively; III, V, D, G, vimentin, desmin and glial fibrillary acidic protein, respectively; IV, NF, neurofilament proteins; NLS, nuclear localisation signal. The arrows set in parentheses indicate intron positions in neurofilaments, which are only present in one of the three analyses genes. Data for the types I-IV IF genes were taken from [23] and references therein. Data for the H. aspersa IF gene are from [44] and for type V from [51].
the tail domains of vertebrate cytoplasmic IF proteins. Genes of the type I, II and III subgroups show a small exon carboxy-
terminal to the rod domain which however, does not compare neither in size nor in primary structure to filensin's exon 7. Interestingly the exon 7 of the non-neuronal IF gene of the
gastropod helix aspersa [44] shows similarities to filensin's exon 7. These two exons have identical length and phase of
interruption by the upstream and downstream introns although their sequence identity is low (31.6% over 20 amino acids). The best analog of filensin’s exon 7 is the lamin region between the end of the rod domain and the nuclear localization
signal [45]. The similarity of filensin’s exon 7 to the exon 7 of the gastropod nnIFa and to the equivalent area of the
lamins may be a random coincidence. However, it is also possible that this filensin exon represents the organization of
this area in the archetype cytoplasmic IF. Indeed filensin is to date the only vertebrate cytoplasmic IF protein with similarities in the tail domain to lamin. The lamin similarity is restricted to exon7. The large carboxy-terminal exon 8 encoding for most of the tail domain has no parallel between the tail domains of other IF proteins. Lack of conservation in the tail domain region of IF protein has led to suggestions that the variable tail domains may have been added to the IF proteins latter in evolution by exon shuffling [48].

4.3. Relation of beaded filaments to IFs

We have previously reported that filensin and phakinin assemble under conditions similar to other IF proteins to form
filaments which upon negative staining/electron microscopy appear like classical IFs [10]. This was supported by mass per length measurements of the molecular architecture of beaded filament using scanning transmission electron microscopy [15]. Our findings indicated that this filament consists of two structural units, one core filament consisting of phakinin homopolymers and one peripheral sub filament consisting of filensin and phakinin heteropolymers. The non-homogeneous organization of the beaded filament is not without precedent in IFs, it parallels the architecture of neurofilaments [18]. Collectively the published in vitro assembly data argue that BFs are indeed IF structures [15], unlike earlier suggestions that they constitute a non-IF structure [12]. The molecular architecture of the BFs differs from the homogeneous keratin filaments and homopolymeric type III filaments.

Although BFs are IF structures and their constituents fulfill the structural principles of IF proteins, their low degree of
sequence identity with other IF proteins complicates the classification of these proteins. Characterization of the gene structure for both phakinin and filensin added an additional complication to the classification of the BF with any of the classical types of IFs. Phakinin shows a type I cytotkeratinlike gene organization and highest degree of similarity to type I cytotkeratins. If BFs were simply a peculiar keratin network, then filensin should be expected to show some similarity to type II cyto keratin s. However, not only the assembly data argue against BF being a keratin-like filaments, but also the gene organization of filensin resembles the organization of type III IF genes, indicating a common origin with type III genes.

Taken together, three aspects of molecular evidence lead to the postulate that the BFs are peculiar IFs which do not classify with any of the classical IF types: (1) the primary structure of the network’s constituents, (2) the organization of the genes encoding for them, and (3) their assembly parameters in vivo and in vitro. The characteristics of the BFs help to appreciate the existing variability amongst IFs. New IF subunits with extreme tissue and developmental stage-specific characteristics are added continuously to the list of IFs [6–12,49,50] triggering expectations that in future we may be confronted with more highly specialized idiomorphic IF networks.
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